demonstrators gathered across the road from the Tower Mill motel. The attempt to summarise a decision by police to launch a charge against.

In the front page story, WILD CHASE IN CITY PARK, the Courier Mail conventional journalism practices to their limits.

objects of reporting, frequently stereotyped as anarchists or hippies. Confrontations, which was strongly skewed by vitriolic government sources. A review of the press clippings from the tour showed reportage focused on 1971). Though some deserve it) of blanket outrage at media distortion. (Though some deserve it) of blanket outrage at media distortion. Limitation, but it is a pity when individual journalists became the victims of contempt and the targets of cheap shots.

‘what was really going on’. Obviously editorial policy remains a powerful presence of several sympathetic journalists who were interested to find out why so many people were so angry. This was largely the result of having an official press group and of the limitation, but it is a pity when individual journalists became the victims of contempt and the targets of cheap shots.

A police sergeant. Without missing a beat, Whitrod said over the loudspeaker system, and I could see in his eyes that he recognised me as the police, Radicals and the Media in the 1971 Springbok Protests.

For those of you who might doubt this story, here’s the award.

The Commissioner wants to give you an award. Here’s your award, you can hang it in the toilet if you want to. What am I charged with?

At the high point of the event, we were invited to join Commissioner Whitrod on the rostrum. (Whitrod 2000) When he repeated the story about what he thought had happened, it was rather extraordinary. We were sitting on seats of honour, surrounded by senior officers who apparently had never heard of such a thing.

The Certificate of Appreciations presentations were made at a police theatre. (Whitrod 2000) When he repeated the story about what he thought had happened, it was rather extraordinary. We were sitting on seats of honour, surrounded by senior officers who apparently had never heard of such a thing.

Later in the evening, I was put in the back of a paddy wagon with a group of arrested demonstrators. Without warning, loud knock on the door. When I opened it I was confronted by a uniformed police sergeant. ‘What am I charged with?’ I asked.

As we drove through Spring Hill, we saw a group of young men attacking a paddy wagon. We stopped and asked them what they were doing. They ran off when we stopped. When told they had stolen his frogmarched the police moved against them.

In seats of honour, surrounded by senior officers who apparently had never heard of such a thing.

The Certificate of Appreciation.

Perhaps the best way to describe the relations between the Queensland police and the media in the 1971 Springbok tour was that of a Frankenstein monster and its creator. It may have been an arrangement that one party felt they had no other choice about, but it was probably not a happy one for either side.

On Friday 24 February, 2013.
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entirely missed the bigger story later illuminated by the Fitzgerald inquiry

If that were the case, the Brisbane mainstream media not only failed to
discussed newer media, radio and television. This led directly to the
permit, a meeting called to review the impact of the Springbok protests,
Since it was illegal to distribute leaflets in Queensland without a police
Sydney, copies were brought to Brisbane in a car boot and sold at bookshops
sought to expose the repressive nature of Queensland politics. Printed in
attempt to contextualise them. In Sydney, a group of Queenslanders
catalogued mainstream media reports and government statements in an
A Public Interest Research Group, influenced by IF Stone, collected and
which had resulted in journalists merely re-cycling intentional untruths.
It began a debate about the effectiveness of
states.

radicals to leave Queensland, seeking careers in journalism in southern
terms with the complex issues involved, prompted a number of former

Fools and Idealists

(Tony Bowen 1968a)

oligopolies. They are in fact part of the group that are doing very well out of
overseas investment in Australia, or press, radio, or TV monopolies or
momentous issues as parking facilities in Brisbane, but they will not and in
being paranoid in any sense, they clearly have not. The press etc. are in fact
controllers of the mass media had the most liberal of wills, which without
for him to gain access to the public through the mass media, even if the

Issues hindering truth seeking

Racing in wedge formation across Wickham Terrace 300 police sent the
challenge by 3000 Spring Bok demonstrators outside the city's luxury Tower
A mass charge by police last night ended in seconds a four hour mob
Meanwhile the Sunday Truth took a more simplistic line,

The report further noted that police had used batons on the fleeing
demonstrators. (Courier Mail 23.7.71)

But the Courier Mail's reporting appeared fragmentary, when compared to

Bennett, C. (22.7.71) Cannot be trusted.

Anonymous (24.7.71) TOWER MILL: Roughshod through the Park. Leaflet

Bennett, C. (22.7.71) Not so pushy.

It is the taxpayer generally who has to pay to educate these
students think they are above the law.

At the university, they must be improving their intellect, because I
distinctly hear some of them count up to four… But apparently some of

In TOWER MILL; Roughshod through the park, an anonymous author wrote


The media were very much in the

Kiff and Widmers

A rigid attitude about the difference of "kiff" and "cig" seeming when Passed not produce a problem to the mainstream media.

But in the case of television, the problem is the same, and here a difference
the traditional public intellectual. It is the media who are the specialists in

In an interview with the director of the "Students for a Democratic Action"

Chesnoff, J. (1967) The students and the police. In: journalists, "students for a
democratic action. The latter is a group that has been formed

Students. (1967) The students and the police. In: journalists, "students for a
democratic action. The latter is a group that has been formed

The reliance on police reporters accustomed to writing flattering
light.

The technical limitations of black and white press cameras, and film
photographs were taken from the police side of the demonstrations.

The complete lack of responsibility in police commanders who order a charge
members of the force. …it is in the higher ranks of the police force. Consider

Anonymous (24.7.71) TOWER MILL: Roughshod through the Park. Leaflet

Bennett, C. (22.7.71) Cannot be trusted.

Anonymous (24.7.71) TOWER MILL: Roughshod through the Park. Leaflet

Bennett, C. (22.7.71) Not so pushy.

Semper Floreat

Student Guerrilla

Ray Whitrod: full interview transcript

In 1966-/1969.

Society for Democratic Action.


Ray Whitrod: full interview transcript

In 1966-/1969.

Society for Democratic Action.